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spectives. In the course of the long hours of thinking aloud, hear
ing new arguments, entertaining new considerations, they almost 
all found themselves moving from one position to another. “If we 
had had to act on Wednesday in the first twenty-four hours,” the 
President said later, “I don’t think probably we would have chosen 
as prudently as we finally did.” They had, it was estimated, about 
ten days before the missiles wotdd be on pads ready for firing. The 
deadline defined the strategy. It meant that the response could not, 
for example, be confided to the United Nations, where the Soviet 
delegate would have ample opportunity to stall action until the 
nuclear weapons were in place and on target. It meant that we 
could not even risk the delay involved in consulting our allies. It 
m eant that the total responsibility had to fall on the United States 
and its President.

On the first Tuesday morning the choice for a moment seemed 
to lie between an air strike or acquiescence and the President 
had made clear that acquiescence was impossible. Listening to the 
discussion, the Attorney General scribbled a wry note: “I now know 
how Tojo felt when he was planning Pearl H arbor.” T hen he said 
aloud that the group needed more alternatives: surely there was 
some course in between bombing and doing nothing; suppose, for 
example, we were to bring countervailing pressure by placing 
nuclear missiles in Berlin? T he talk continued, and finally the 
group dispersed for further reflection.

T he next step was military preparation for Caribbean contin
gencies. A Navy-Marine amphibious exercise in the area, long 
scheduled for this week, provided a convenient cover for the build
up  of an amphibious task force, soon including 40,000 Marines; 
there were 5000 more in Guantanamo. T he Army’s 82nd and 101st 
Airborne Divisions were made ready for immediate deployment; 
altogether the Army soon gathered more than 100,000 troops in 
Florida. SAC bombers left Florida airfields to make room for tac
tical fighter aircraft flown in from bases all over the country. Air 
defense facilities were stripped from places outside the range of 
the Cuban missiles and re-installed in the Southeast. As the days 
went by, 14,000 reservists were recalled to fly transport planes in 
the eventuality of airborne operations.

In the meantime, the Pentagon undertook a technical analysis
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of the requirements for a successful strike. T he conclusion, as it 
evolved during the week, was that a ‘surgical’ strike confined to 
the nuclear missile bases alone would leave the airports and IL-28S 
untouched; moreover, we could not be sure in advance that we had 
identified or could destroy all the missile sites. A limited strike 
therefore might expose the United States to nuclear retaliation. 
M ilitary prudence called for a much larger strike to eliminate all 
sources of danger this would require perhaps 500 sorties. Anything 
less, the military urged, would destroy our credibility before the 
world and leave our own nation in intolerable peril. Moreover, 
this was a heaven-sent opportunity to get rid of the Castro regime 
forever and re-establish the security of the hemisphere.

I t was a strong argument, urged by strong men. But there 
were arguments on the other side. T he Soviet experts pointed 
out that even a limited strike ■would kill the Russians m anning 
the missile sites and might well provoke the Soviet Union into 
drastic and unpredictable response, perhaps nuclear war. T he 
Latin American experts added that a massive strike would kill 
thousands of innocent Cubans and damage the United States 
permanently in the hemisphere. T he Europeanists said the world 
would regard a surprise strike as an excessive response. Even 
if it did not produce Soviet retaliation against the United States, 
it would invite the Russians to move against Berlin in circum
stances where the blame would fall, not on them, but on us. It 
would thereby give Moscow a chance to shift the venue to a place 
where the stake was greater than Cuba and our position weaker. 
In  the Caribbean, we had overwhelming superiority in conven
tional military force; the only recourse for the Soviet Union there 
would be to threaten the world with nuclear war. But in Berlin, 
where the Russians had overwhelming conventional superiority, it 
was the United States which would have to flourish nuclear bombs.

All these considerations encouraged the search for alternatives. 
W hen the Executive Committee met on Wednesday, Secretary Mc
Namara advanced an idea which had been briefly mentioned the 
day before and from which he did not thereafter deviate the con
ception of a naval blockade designed to stop the further entry of 
offensive weapons into Cuba and hopefully to force the removal 
of the missiles already there. Here was a middle course between
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inaction and battle, a course which exploited our superiority in 
local conventional power and would perm it subsequent movement 
either toward war or toward peace.

As the discussion proceeded through Thursday, the supporters 
of the air strike marshaled their arguments against the blockade. 
They said that it would not neutralize the weapons already within 
Cuba, that it could not possibly bring enough pressure on Khrush
chev to remove those weapons, that it would perm it work to go 
ahead on the bases and that it would mean another Munich. T he 
act of stopping and searching ships would engage 11s with Russians 
instead of Cubans. T he obvious retort to our blockade of Cuba 
would be a Soviet blockade of Berlin. Despite such arguments, 
however, the majority of the Executive Committee by the end of 
the day was tending toward a blockade.

T h at afternoon, in the interests of normality, the President re
ceived the Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. It was one 
of the more extraordinary moments of an extraordinary week. 
Kennedy knew that there were Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba. 
Gromyko unquestionably knew this too, but did not know that 
Kennedy knew it. His emphasis was rather grimly on Berlin, al
most as if to prepare the ground for demands later in the autum n. 
W hen the talk turned to Cuba, Gromyko heavily stressed the Cuban 
fears of an American invasion and said with due solemnity that 
the Soviet aid had “solely the purpose of contributing to the de
fense capabilities of Cuba”- “if it were otherwise,” the Russian con
tinued, “the Soviet Government would never become involved in 
rendering such assistance.” T o  dispel any illusion about possible 
American reactions, the President read the Foreign Minister the 
key sentences from his statement of September 13. He went no 
further because he did not wish to indicate his knowledge until 
he had decided on his course.

In the evening the President met with the Executive Committee. 
Listening again to the alternatives over which he had been brood
ing all week, he said crisply, “Whatever you fellows are recommend
ing today you will be sorry about a week from now.” He was evi
dently attracted by the idea of the blockade. It avoided war, pre
served flexibility and offered Khrushchev time to reconsider his 
actions. It could be carried out within the framework of the Organ-
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ization of American States and the Rio Treaty. Since it could be 
extended to non-military items as occasion required, it cotdd be
come an instrum ent of steadily intensifying pressure. It would 
avoid the shock effect of a surprise attack, which would hurt us 
politically through the world and might provoke Moscow to an 
insensate response against Berlin or the United States itself. If it 
worked, the Russians could retreat with dignity. If it did not work, 
the Americans retained the option of military action. In short, the 
blockade, by enabling us to proceed one step at a time, gave us con
trol over the future. Kennedy accordingly directed that prepara
tions be made to put the weapons blockade into effect on Monday 
morning.

T he next day the President, keeping to his schedule, left Wash
ington for a weekend of political barnstorming in Ohio and Illi
nois. In Springfield, Illinois, after a speech at the State Fairgrounds, 
he paused to lay flowers on Lincoln’s tomb.

4 -  T H E  D E C I S I O N

Kennedy left behind a curiously restless group of advisers. This 
became evident when they met at the State Departm ent at eleven 
on Friday morning. Over Ted Sorensen’s protest that a decision 
had been reached the night before and should not be reopened 
now, several began to re-argue the inadequacy of the blockade. 
Someone said: Why not confront the world with a fait accompli 
by taking out the bases in a clean and swift operation? I t was a 
test of wills, another said, and the sooner there was a showdown, 
the better Someone else said that it was now or never; we must 
h it the bases before they became operational. If we took a decision 
that morning, the planes could strike on Sunday. But, if we com
m itted ourselves to a blockade, it would be hard, if not impossible, 
to move on thereafter to m ilitary action.

Secretary McNamara, however, firmly reaffirmed his opposition 
to a strike and his support for the blockade. T hen  Robert Kennedy, 
speaking with quiet intensity, said that he did not believe that, 
with all the memory of Pearl Harbor and all the responsibility we 
would have to bear in the world afterward, the President of the 
United States could possibly order such an operation. For 175 years
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we had not been that kind of country. Sunday-morning surprise 
blows on small nations were not in our tradition. Thousands of 
Cubans would be killed without warning, and hundreds of Russians 
too. We were fighting for something more than survival, and a 
sneak attack would constitute a betrayal of our heritage and our 
ideals. T he blockade, the Attorney General concluded, would dem
onstrate the seriousness of our determ ination to get the missiles 
out of Cuba and at the same time allow Moscow time and room to 
pull back from its position of peril. It was now proposed that 
the committee break up into working groups to write up the alter
native courses for the President one to analyze the quarantine 
policy, the other to analyze the strike. T hen everyone dispersed 
to meet again at four o’clock for a discussion of the competing 
scenarios.*

At the second meeting the balance of opinion clearly swung back 
to the blockade (though, since a blockade was technically an act of 
war, it was thought better to refer to it as a quarantine). In retro
spect most participants regarded Robert Kennedy’s speech as the 
turning point. T he case was strengthened too when the military 
representatives conceded that a quarantine now would not exclude 
a strike later. There was brief discussion of a demarche to Castro, 
but it was decided to concentrate on Khrushchev T hen they turned 
to the problem of the missiles already in Cuba. Someone observed 
that the United States wotdcl have to pay a price to get them out; 
perhaps we should throw in our now obsolescent and vulnerable 
Jup iter missile bases in Italy and Turkey, whose removal the Joint 
Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy as well as the Secre
tary of Defense had recommended in 1961. After a couple of hours, 
Adlai Stevenson, who had had to miss the day’s meetings because 
of UN commitments, arrived from New York. He expressed his 
preference for the quarantine over the strike but wondered whether
* T h e  Secretary of State took little  part in these discussions. John  M. H ightower, 
who covers the State D epartm ent for the Associated Press, wrote on August 22, 
1965: “Criticism over his role in the missile crisis angered Rusk to the point that 
he heatedly defended it in talks w ith newsmen on one or two occasions. He said 
th a t the responsibility of the Secretary of State was to advise the President and 
he did not th ink  he should comm it himself before all the facts were in. T h ere 
fore he w ithdrew  himself from the a rgum ent for several days though U nder 
Secretary of State George Ball, instructed by Rusk to take a free hand , presented 
the  State D epartm ent view point.”
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it might not be better to try the diplomatic route also. We must, 
he said, start thinking about our negotiating position; for example, 
a settlement might include the neutralization of Cuba under inter
national guarantees and UN inspection; demilitarization would, 
of course, include our own base at Guantanam o as well as the Soviet 
installations. T he integrity of Cuba should be guaranteed. He also 
echoed the suggestion that we might want to consider giving up 
the Italian  and T urkish bases now, since we were planning to do 
so eventually.

T he President, still campaigning, received reports from his 
brother in W ashington. T he schedule now called for a speech to 
the nation on Sunday night. By Saturday morning, however, it was 
evident that preparations would not be complete in time, so it 
was decided to hold things for another twenty-four hours. Mean
while, the President, pleading a cold, canceled the rest of his po
litical trip  and returned to W ashington. Before leaving Chicago, 
he called Jacqueline and suggested that she and the children come 
back from Glen Ora, where they had gone for the weekend.

T h at afternoon he presided over the Executive Committee and 
its final debate. McNamara impressively presented the case for the 
blockade. T he military, with some civilian support, argued for the 
strike. Stevenson spoke with force about the importance of a po
litical program, the President agreeing in principle but disagree
ing with his specific proposals. A straw vote indicated eleven for 
the quarantine, six for the strike. T he President observed that every
one should hope his plan was not adopted, there just was no clear- 
cut answer. W hen someone proposed that each participant write 
down his recommendation, Kennedy said he did not want people, 
if things went wrong, claiming that their plans would have worked. 
T hen  he issued orders to get everything ready for the quarantine. 
On Sunday m orning a final conference with the military leaders 
satisfied him that the strike would be a mistake. His course was 
now firmly set.

5 . T H E  C R I S I S

I knew nothing about any of this until late Friday, October 19, 
when Adlai Stevenson phoned me, saying casually that he was in


